Label-free technology for the amplified detection of microRNA based on the allosteric hairpin DNA switch and hybridization chain reaction.
By using the allosteric hairpin DNA switch, a novel assay for the detection of microRNA (miRNA) let-7a via a hybridization chain reaction (HCR) was introduced. Briefly, the hairpin DNA switch probe is a single-stranded DNA consisting of a streptavidin (SA) aptamer sequence, a target binding sequence and a certain sequence that acts as a trigger of the HCR. In the presence of target let-7a, the hairpin DNA switch would open and expose the stem region sequences, where a part of this sequence acts as initiator sequence strands for the HCR and triggers a cascade of hybridization events that yields nicked double helices analogous to alternating copolymers, another part is the SA aptamer sequence which activates its binding affinity to SA on SA-coated magnetic particles. The hybridization event could be sensitively detected via an instantaneous derivatization reaction between a special chemiluminescence (CL) reagent, 3,4,5-trimethoxylphenylglyoxal (TMPG) and the guanine nucleotides within the target, the hairpin DNA switch probe, and HCR helices to form an unstable CL intermediate for the generation of light. Our results show that the coupling of the hairpin DNA switch probe and the HCR for the amplified detection of let-7a achieves a better performance (e.g. wide linear response range: 0.1-1000 fmol, low detection limit: 0.1 fmol, and high specificity). Furthermore, this approach could be easily applied to the detection of let-7a in human lung cells, and extended to detect other types of miRNA and proteins such as PDGF based on aptamers. We believe such advancements will represent a significant step towards improved diagnostics and more personalized medical treatment.